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The GHEP-ISFG Working Group has recognized the importance of assisting DNA laboratories to gain
expertise in handling DVI or missing persons identiﬁcation (MPI) projects which involve the need for
large-scale genetic proﬁle comparisons. Eleven laboratories participated in a DNA matching exercise to
identify victims from a hypothetical conﬂict with 193 missing persons. The post mortem database was
comprised of 87 skeletal remain proﬁles from a secondary mass grave displaying a minimal number of
58 individuals with evidence of commingling. The reference database was represented by 286 family
reference proﬁles with diverse pedigrees. The goal of the exercise was to correctly discover reassociations and family matches. The results of direct matching for commingled remains re-associations
were correct and fully concordant among all laboratories. However, the kinship analysis for missing
persons identiﬁcations showed variable results among the participants. There was a group of laboratories
with correct, concordant results but nearly half of the others showed discrepant results exhibiting
likelihood ratio differences of several degrees of magnitude in some cases. Three main errors were
detected: (a) some laboratories did not use the complete reference family genetic data to report the
match with the remains, (b) the identity and/or non-identity hypotheses were sometimes wrongly
expressed in the likelihood ratio calculations, and (c) many laboratories did not properly evaluate the
prior odds for the event. The results suggest that large-scale proﬁle comparisons for DVI or MPI is a
challenge for forensic genetics laboratories and the statistical treatment of DNA matching and the
Bayesian framework should be better standardized among laboratories.
ã 2015 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Human disaster victim identiﬁcation (DVI) or large-scale
missing persons identiﬁcation (MPI) represents a challenge for
forensic sciences. There are several recommendations which
include different practices about how to proceed in the general
framework for MPI [1,2], or DVI [3–5]. Natural [6,7] or unnatural
disasters [8,9] can suddenly result in tens to thousands of victims,
often overwhelming or greatly straining the available forensic
services. Unlike DVI in which the episode occurs suddenly, in MPI
hundreds to thousands of disappearances may accumulate over a
period of time which may vary for different reasons: political
violence or wars [8,9], enforced disappearances for political
reasons [10,11], people forced into exile or migration [12,13].
Different factors may have an inﬂuence on the complexities of DVI
or MPI. Whether the event is “open”1 or “closed”, the degree of
disarticulation or fragmentation of the remains, and the availability of reference samples to be compared with the human remains
are some of these variables [1]. On the other hand, the presence of
family-related victims in the same episode may hinder individual
identiﬁcation as it decreases the power of ‘discrimination to
differentiate between relatives [14]. The degree of preservation of
human remains may also inﬂuence the ability to produce full
genetic proﬁles. Degraded, decomposed or burnt remains may
yield partial proﬁles as a result of dropout, thus producing a lower
power of discrimination of the genetic systems [15–18].
The type and characteristics of the ante-mortem reference
samples (AM) to be used for the identiﬁcation of victims may also
have an impact on the power of discrimination [5,14,19]. There are
two kinds of AM samples for human identiﬁcation: (a) samples
belonging to the victim or (b) samples from the victim's relatives.
The possibility of having AM genetic proﬁles generated from the
victim allows direct genetic comparisons with post-mortem
sample proﬁles (PM), resulting in strong statistical signiﬁcance
and a high probability of identity. However, the possibility of
collecting AM reference samples from the victim may not be
possible in many MPI events, especially when a long period of time
has passed after the disappearance. For these reasons, the use of
victim's relatives as AM samples for kinship analysis is usually the
preferred option in DVI or MPI, and is commonly used to validate
direct reference samples when they are available. Kinship
matching adds complexity and difﬁculty to the database comparisons because of different reasons: the quality of the family
pedigrees (ﬁrst degree vs second/third degree of the victim’s
relatives), the number of family members the pedigree is
composed of, the possibility of mutational events as well as the
higher complexity of the kinship's statistical calculations to
analyze the match [19–21]. Additionally, differences between
the actual genetic relationships and the reported genetic relationships of reference individuals may be found in nuclear families,
making it difﬁcult for forensic genetics laboratories to ﬁnd a match,
and also presenting ethical challenges for the agencies involved in
victims' identiﬁcation [3–5,22].
Once the genetic proﬁles of AM and PM samples have been
gathered in proper databases, large-scale AM and PM genetic
proﬁle comparisons are possible, but effective detection of
matches requires appropriate systematic approaches. Firstly, PM
to PM proﬁles comparisons need to be done in cases of
commingled remains in order to try to re-associate the human
remains of each individual. Secondly, it is good practice to compare
AM to AM proﬁles to validate the reported kinship relationships

1
“Closed” scenarios are those where the number and names of the missing are
known, whereas in “open” scenarios there is not a deﬁned list of possible victims to
whom remains must correspond.

among the reference individuals, allowing detection of problems
either in documentation or in unexpected biological relationships
(e.g., non-paternity) that could complicate or obviate the ability to
ﬁnd matches. Finally, PM to AM proﬁles comparisons have to be
performed in order to establish the identity of the remains.
With complete DNA proﬁles from human remains and the
availability of multiple ﬁrst or second degree relatives, kinship
calculations can produce extremely high LRs to indicate identity
with great surety. However, LR or posterior probability thresholds
should be established that take into account the possibility of
adventitious “matches” where elevated kinship indices are
detected among unrelated individuals by chance [14]. The higher
the number of proﬁles in the database, the greater the probabilities
of ﬁnding adventitious matches, especially for kinship analysis [1],
resulting the in the risk of false positives. To the same extent, when
deﬁcient family pedigrees are compared to PM genetic data, the
probability of missing a true identiﬁcation increases leading to
false negatives [19]. An intermediate situation may occur when a
match with a LR value below the pre-agreed identity threshold is
obtained. In this case, the forensic genetics laboratories may carry
out further analyses, such as typing more autosomal or genealogy
markers (mtDNA, Y-STRs) in order to increase the power of
discrimination.
The number of victims involved in DVI or MPI episodes has a
profound inﬂuence on the certainty of identiﬁcation. Each
comparison between a victim proﬁle and a pedigree creates an
additional chance for an adventitious false positive, and therefore
the “prior odds” adopted in a Bayesian approach should reﬂect the
number of victims in the event. If prior odds are taken as the
inverse of the number of missing, then LR thresholds can be
established that correspond appropriately to deﬁned levels of
identiﬁcation certainty (posterior probability) in each case [5–20].
Taking all this into consideration, the aim of this exercise was to
introduce the participating laboratories of the GHEP-ISFG Working
Group into the complexities of the large scale identiﬁcation of
victims through genetic data processing, i.e., statistical evaluation
for large-scale genetic data comparisons through direct match or
kinship analysis, the use of prior odds and the consideration of
critical LR and posterior odds values.
As an initial attempt to assess the conduct of forensic
laboratories in this area, and to provide participating laboratories
with practical experience, the design of this exercise was kept
comparatively simple, and did not include some of the complexities that can be encountered in practice. As such, the simulated
data did not include instances of pedigree inconsistencies
associated to victims, allelic drop-in or drop-out, or the presence
of related victims. The GHEP-ISFG Commission on DVI/MPI has
evaluated this ﬁrst theoretical challenge and, based on this
experience, may set out further challenges on more complex
and realistic scenarios.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Design of the preliminary exercise
Firstly, the Forensic Genetics Laboratory of the Argentinean
Forensic Anthropology Team (EAAF), the organizing laboratory,
sent a preliminary simulated matching exercise to the International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP) for them to compare
the concordance of results obtained from both laboratories. Results
on both, direct match for “remains re-associations” and on kinship
analysis for “identiﬁcations” were fully concordant between both
laboratories. Based on this ﬁrst preliminary result, a second
exercise was designed and the laboratories were invited by GHEPISFG Working Group to participate. This second exercise is
described below.
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2.2. Proposed simulated scenario and materials distributed to the
laboratories
In the exercise, the simulated scenario was the disappearance of
193 individuals after a violent confrontation in an open episode
within the framework of a prolonged conﬂict. The missing
individuals belonged to a metropolitan admixed population; there
was no evidence that individuals involved in the episode were
related, nor population sub-structure.
A common grave containing human skeletal remains was found
years later and it was presumed that some victims from the abovementioned conﬂict might be present in this common burial
ground.
Once exhumed, and according to archeological and anthropological ﬁndings, the mass grave revealed that the minimum
number of individuals (MNI) was 58 and commingled remains
were evident, thus describing this burial as a secondary grave.
Eighty seven (87) bone samples were selected for genetic analysis.
2.3. Bone sample proﬁles
An excel ﬁle with autosomal STR proﬁles (aSTR) for 15 markers
included in the Identiﬁler1 Kit for the 87 bone samples (BS) were
distributed to the participating laboratories (partial and full
proﬁles were included (Table S1)). The proﬁles used in this study
were derived, with modiﬁcations to the genetic proﬁles conducted
manually, from disparate cases of LIDMO. The participants were
instructed that the aSTR proﬁles present in bone samples showing
just one allele in any locus should be considered as a “true
homozygous”. Therefore, no dropout events must be considered,
even in those samples rendering partial STR proﬁles. This criterion
was proposed in order to prevent the laboratories from the need to
use more complicated statistics, like probabilistic LRs for direct
match [23,24] or dropout consideration for kinship analysis [25].
There were no proﬁles showing more than two allele patterns that
could be interpreted as tri-allele patterns, contamination or dropin events. As mentioned above, it was assumed that the victims
were not related and nor belonged to any population sub-group.
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fsigen.2015.11.004.
2.4. Reference samples (victim’s relatives)
Although there were 193 missing persons associated with the
conﬂict, it was explained that only 286 relatives’ reference samples
were available and represented just 119 missing victims (average
2.4 reference samples per victim). The participants were provided
with an Excel worksheet containing the genetic proﬁles from these
286 victim’s relative references (RS) integrating diverse genealogies (Table S2); the relationship of each reference with the victim
and the gender of the victim were also indicated. The proﬁles used
were derived, with modiﬁcations to the genetic proﬁles conducted
manually, from disparate cases of LIDMO. It was assumed that
reference genealogies were consistent and that there were no
differences between social and genetic pedigrees among nuclear
families associated with the identiﬁcations of the human remains
(i.e: unknown non-paternity events).
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fsigen.2015.11.004.
2.5. Simulated exercise: aim and challenges
2.5.1. Direct match comparisons for “remains re-associations”
As laboratories were informed that the grave was described as
secondary with commingled remains, the possibility of “intraskeletal re-associations” was present. For skeletal re-associations,
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a direct match among proﬁles rendering a LR value equal or greater
than 1,0E + 06 (LR  1,000,000) was set in order to report any “reassociation”. Although the use of a prior odds value was not
indicated for remains re-associations by direct match, the
participating laboratories were asked whether they would use it
or not, according to the following questionnaire: (a) would not use,
(b) would use the minimum number of individuals (MNI = 58) set
by anthropological methods, (c) would use the minimum number
of proﬁles found among the PM samples and (d) would use the
number of missing persons (MP) associated with the episode.
2.5.2. Kinship analysis for remains “identiﬁcations”
With the aim of identifying bone remains, genetic comparisons
of the provided bone (BS) and reference proﬁles (RS) databases
were required. Laboratories were asked to inform about the
software used to compare the proﬁles (i.e: widely used software
like CODIS [26], DNA-VIEW [27], Familias [28,29] or locally
developed).
Regarding the Bayesian treatment of the results, laboratories
were instructed that the event involved 193 missing persons. As a
threshold to report a positive identiﬁcation, a posterior odds (PO)
value (prior odds  LR = posterior odds) of 1,0E + 04 was set
(PO  10,000; probability of identity 99.99%).
2.5.3. Remains with matching PO values below threshold
Laboratories were asked to report any other bone remains
which could not be excluded as related to a particular family group,
but whose PO values were near the threshold but not enough to
report the identiﬁcation. This information was also collected and
gathered in tables in order to report the matches below threshold.
The allelic frequencies of autosomal STR markers, according to
the GHEP 2011 [30–34] proﬁciency testing exercise, were sent to all
the participating laboratories. A one-step mutation rate of 1.0E-03
(m = 0.001) was set for each genetic marker.
3. Results
Although 26 laboratories requested and received the material
for the exercise, only 11 laboratories returned results. All the
participating laboratories in this exercise informed that they had
participated in at least the GHEP-ISFG proﬁciency tests, 4 laboratories informed that they also had participated in other proﬁciency
tests and one laboratory reported that they had only participated in
the ISFG proﬁciency test.
3.1. Software for proﬁles comparison and statistical analysis
Eight out of eleven participating laboratories (8/11 = 73%) used
software for large-scale genetic comparisons: CODIS7 [26] or DNAVIEW [27]; some laboratories used a combination of the abovementioned software with different versions of Familias [28,29] or
with other locally developed software for the database screening

Table 1
Results for direct matching proﬁles re-associations. There were 6 re-association
groups involving 17 samples.
Group

Matching proﬁles

(%) of reporting laboratories

1
2
3
4
5
6

BS19, BS41, BS87
BS1, BS16, BS18, BS81, BS86
BS27, BS67 (F12)a
BS10, BS71
BS8, BS80
BS3, BS17, BS57

11/11
11/11
11/11
11/11
11/11
11/11

(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

a
Group 3 re-associated two bone samples BS27 and BS67; furthermore using the
most informative proﬁle, these re-associated samples matched with family group
F12.
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or statistical analysis of the results. Two laboratories manually
compared the proﬁles and used versions of Familias software for
statistics. Finally, one laboratory compared the proﬁles using a
spreadsheet that was locally developed.
3.2. Reporting direct matches for remains (PM) re-associations
Albeit 87 postmortem (PM) proﬁles were sent, the exercise was
designed to obtain 17 PM bone-to-bone proﬁle matches in 6 reassociation groups (Table 1).
All of the laboratories (11/11 = 100%) agreed on the proﬁles reassociation by direct match under the established criterion (i.e.:
report the match for re-association if LR  10E + 06).
Although laboratories were not instructed about the use of a
“prior odds” value speciﬁcally with relation to re-associations, they
were asked if they would use it to report a re-association according
to the criteria described in methods. Eight out of eleven
laboratories (73%) reported that they would use no prior odds
value and one laboratory (9%) indicated that it would use 1/58 as
this was the minimum number of individuals estimated by
anthropological methods; only two laboratories (18%) speciﬁed
that they would use 1/193, considering the number of victims
associated to the conﬂict. In a secondary grave with extensively
commingled remains relating to an episode with 193 missing
persons, prior odds of 1/193 would be conservatively appropriate
in a general DNA-centered evaluation. For this exercise, when
laboratories used some other prior probability for re-association,
this was classed as a “Type C” error.
3.3. Reporting matches between bones (BS) and family references (RS)
by kinship
The exercise simulated 9 matches between bone remains (BS)
and reference families (RS) under the above-mentioned criterion

(Posterior odds 1.0E + 04 and probability of identity 99.99%).
Five laboratories reported the 9 expected matches between bone
samples (BS) and reference family samples (RS) with coincidental
posterior odds values (labs 25, 15, 19, 7 and 5) (Table 2 top) and
Supplementary Figs. 1–9. These results were consistent with the
results expected by the organizing laboratory.
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fsigen.2015.11.004.
The remaining 6 laboratories showed different results (Table 2
bottom). Laboratories 12 and 17 did not report one match (error
11%); laboratories 8 and 20 did not report two matches (error 22%);
laboratory 3 did not report 3 matches (error 33%) and laboratory
4 did not report 4 matches (error 44%). Altogether, 6/11 (55%)
laboratories did not appropriately report all the matches under the
speciﬁed criterion. Nevertheless, 5/6 laboratories that did not
report all the matches by kinship analysis did indicate a “probable
identiﬁcation” but reporting a PO value below the threshold. Only
laboratory 3 lost one identiﬁcation (BS45 with F36) since they did
not report any match at all.
Comments about the dispersion of PO values that are above the
established threshold will be detailed in subsequent paragraphs.
The only non-reported (NR) bone/family pair is shown in a dark
grey box.
3.4. Types of errors detected in kinship analysis
After analyzing the results from the participants, two main
types of errors were observed and we will refer to them as Type A
and Type B errors.
Type A error: This error consisted in partially using the genetic
information of the family references instead of using the whole
pedigree for kinship calculation. Laboratories failing to detect the
match between BS and RS due to this type of error reported several
PO values (one for each family reference), or just used some

Table 2
Expected AM/PM matches with Post Odds 1.0E + 04. Top of table: laboratories with coincidental results for the 9 matchingbone/family groups. Bottom of table: laboratories
with other results.
Case

BS9/F90

BS12/F96

BS27/F12

BS45/F36

BS56/F44

BS62/F63

BS76/F110

BS77/F85

BS82/F72

Reference’s—relationship
with victima

RS210-Ch
RS211-Ch

RS222-Ch
RS223-Sb

RS26-Mo
RS27-Sb

RS77-Sb

RS96-Ch
RS97-Ch

RS145-Mo
RS146-Sb

RS199-Sb
RS200-Mo

RS168-Wf
RS169-Ch
RS170-Ch

Averageb
25
15
19
7
5

3,52E + 06
2.60E + 06
6.37E + 06
3.03E + 06
3.03E + 06
2.59E + 06

1,64E + 05
1.49E + 05
3.11E + 05
1.14E + 05
7.29E + 04
1.74E + 05

3,58E + 05
2.90E + 05
4.84E + 05
7.64E + 05
1.35E + 05
1.15E + 05

1,16E + 06
9.48E + 05
1.63E + 06
1.26E + 06
9.77E + 05
9.90E + 05

3,56E + 06
2.27E + 06
8.19E + 06
2.54E + 06
2.54E + 06
2.25E + 06

1,30E + 08
6.48E + 07
3.62E + 08
8.13E + 07
8.13E + 07
6.22E + 07

RS256-Ch
RS257-Ch
RS258-Ch
RS259-Sb
RS260-Sb
7,80E + 18
3.93E + 18
1.69E + 19
1.39E + 19
2.46E + 18
1.79E + 18

3,24E + 05
1.32E + 05
1.04E + 06
1.75E + 05
1.43E + 05
1.29E + 05

9,82E + 10
8.60E + 10
1.35E + 11
1.14E + 11
7.17E + 10
8.45E + 10

0/9
0/9
0/9
0/9
0/9

17
12
20

1.05E + 05
3.00E + 06
5.40E + 09

5.60E + 01
1.29E + 05
1.40E + 04c
(RS222)

1.49E + 07
5.95E + 00
6.53E + 01

1.51E + 06
1.12E + 05
5.11E + 04

1.00E + 05
2.50E + 06
8.10E + 04

3.38E + 07
8.02E + 07
8.34E + 02c

1.12E + 18
6.94E + 29
2.91E + 04c

1.26E + 04
1.73E + 05
1.07E + 04c
(RS200)

1.45E + 11
3.59E + 13
6.94E + 04c (RS170)

1/9
1/9
2/9

4.04E + 07
2.62E + 04
7.15E + 02c

8.34E + 06
2.50E + 05
5.02E + 03c

6.44E + 04
1.20E + 07
1.24E + 29
2.21E + 15
3.10E + 08c

3.11E + 01
8.96E + 04
1.08E + 04c
(RS200)

3.79E + 13
1.08E + 09
9.23E + 04c

2/9
3/9
4/9

8.93E + 02

8.35E + 02

8
3
4

5.28E + 09
2.06E + 05
4.19E + 03c
6.23E + 03

1.60E + 07
1.36E + 03
1.42E + 04c
(RS222)

1.40E + 05
4.61E + 03
6.52E + 01c
7.84E + 01

1.40E + 03
Not reported
1.26E + 06

6.48E + 04
2.92E + 04

Error
rate

8.26E + 06

BS/F = bone sample/family group, i.e: BS9/F90 means bone sample BS9 matching with family group F90.
a
Reference’s relationship with victims; Mo = mother; Sb = sibling; Ch = child; Wf = wife.
b
Average posterior odds value obtained from the 5 correct coincidental laboratories. Light grey color boxes = reported as probable match (under threshold 1.0E + 04). Dark
grey color box = non reported match.
c
Laboratory reported several posterior odds (and LR) comparing different family references or using some relatives instead of the whole pedigree for statistical
calculations. i.e: (RS222) = laboratory used only reference RS222.
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selected references for the kinship analysis. For this reason, since
the whole genetic information of the pedigree was not used, these
laboratories frequently did not reach the pre-agreed PO value to
report the match. Table 2 shows for example, that lab #4 reported
two PO values for case BS62/F63, using RS145 (victim’s mother)
and RS146 (victim’s sibling) separately (PO values 5.02E + 03 and
8.35E + 02 respectively). As both PO values did not reach
1.0E + 04 necessary to report a match, the laboratory missed the
identiﬁcation although they indicated it as ‘probable’. Other
laboratories used only certain references for the kinship analysis,
and disregarded others. It can be seen in Table 2 that lab
#20 reported a PO value of 8.34E + 02 for case BS62/F63 although
they did not indicate which reference was used to report this PO
value. However, this PO value is identical to the one reported by lab
#4 for RS145 (victim’s mother). The laboratories that reported PO
values by selecting only some family references generally
prioritized the use of parent/child relationships over siblings/
siblings. Fig. 1 graphically shows the results expressed in Table 2
for case BS62/F63.
Type B error: The other reasons why laboratories reported
dispersed PO values for kinship analysis were due to either the
wrong deﬁnition of the “Identity” hypothesis (H1) or the wrong
expression of the “Non-identity” hypothesis (H2) or both. In
general, this type of error may artiﬁcially increase or decrease the
LR and consequently the PO value and the probability of identity as
well.
Fig. 2 presents an example of this error for case BS09/F90.
References integrating the family group F90 comprise RS210 and
RS211 (victim’s children). The most suitable “Identity” hypothesis
would be H1: BS9 belongs to the father of references RS210 and
RS211, who are full siblings; this introduces the need to add a wife of
the missing person to the pedigree for the kinship analysis. The
most suitable “Non-identity” hypothesis would be H2: BS9 belongs
to someone else not related to references RS210 and RS211, who are
full siblings. For case BS09/F90, laboratories #8 and #20 set the
“Identity” hypothesis (H1) as: BS09 belongs to the father of
RS210 and RS211 but without considering the references as being
full siblings (the victim’s wife was not taken into account). For the
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“Non-identity” hypothesis, both laboratories set H2 as BS09,
RS210 and RS211 as being not related. Considering the hypothesis
of 3 individuals that are not related in H2 produces LR and PO
values artiﬁcially higher than the correct ones.
Other examples of Type A and B errors can be seen in Table 2 for
case BS76/F110 (see also Supplementary Fig. 6). Graphics showing
positive matches among Bone Samples (BS) and Family Groups
indicating the PO values reported by individual laboratories are
represented in Supplementary Figs. 1–9.
3.5. Reporting matches with posterior odds (PO) below threshold
10E  04 (probable match)
The simulated data set also included 3 expected matches
between bone samples (BS) and family reference samples (RS) but
with PO values below 10,000 and higher than 50. These PO values
correspond to LR values from 9650 to 1930,000 (with prior odds of
1/193). This feature of the data set was included to represent
frequent situations when AM and PM proﬁles database are
compared through kinship analysis, i.e.: obtaining matches with
signiﬁcantly elevated PO values that are below the pre-established
threshold for reporting a true match.
Table 3 shows the results obtained for the 3 expected matches
below threshold: BS23/F31, BS49/F118 and BS32/F113 (Supplementary Fig. 10–12). Again, type A and B errors already mentioned,
inﬂuenced the matching results. The laboratories which committed Type A error (did not use all the family genetic information),
lost the “match below threshold” in some cases; e.g: case BS23/
F31 indicated as not reported (NR) in Table 3 (Supplementary
Fig. 10).
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fsigen.2015.11.004.
Type B error, in which H1 and/or H2 hypotheses are erroneously
considered, is represented in Table 3 as bold numbers in grey
colored boxes. Two laboratories reported the “match below
threshold” of case BS49/F118 as a true match with PO values
artiﬁcially higher than 10E + 04 (Supplementary Fig. 11). Family
F118 is represented by references RS281, RS282 and RS283 as full

Fig. 1. Graphic representation of posterior odds values (PO) for the match between BS62 and family F63 comprising references RS145 (victim’s mother) and RS146 (victim’s
brother). Laboratories reporting consensus values informed PO of approximately 1.0E + 08. Laboratories #4 and #20 reported PO below threshold 1.0E + 04. Lab #4 reported
two PO values, one to each reference. Lab #20 did not indicate the reference used to the kinship analysis (right arrow) although they reported the same PO for RS145 (victim’s
mother) as lab #4. Hatched bars = individual PO below threshold 1.0E + 04 reported by both laboratories.
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Fig. 2. Graphic showing different posterior odds for the match between BS9 and family group F90 which comprises references RS210 (victim’s daughter) and RS211 (victim’s
daughter). Hatched bars = individual PO reported for each victim’s daughters produced PO values below threshold of 1.0E + 04 (Type A error). Dark bars = artiﬁcially higher
reported PO values by two laboratories (Type B error).

siblings of the victim. So, the most appropriate H1 would be that
BS49 belongs to a full brother of references RS281, RS282, RS283
(who are full siblings). This raises the necessity of adding both
parents of RS281, RS282 and RS283 when analyzing the pedigree to
integrate the victim to it. If no genetic inconsistences are detected,
the most appropriate H2 expression is that BS49 belongs to
someone else who is not related to RS281, RS282 and RS283 who
are all full siblings. Laboratory #17, reported a PO value ﬁve degrees
of magnitude higher than the consensus. This laboratory set the H1
as BS49, RS281, RS282 and RS283 being all half siblings from the
same parent and the H2 as all BS49, RS281, RS282 and RS283 are
not related. For this reason, the PO reported by this lab was
3.64E + 08, ﬁvefold higher than the correct consensus of 10E + 03.
Another example of “match below threshold” is the case BS32/
F113. When references RS268 and RS269 (children of victim) were
compared with the bone samples database there was a match with
BS32 as father of both references, but all laboratories reported a PO
below 10E + 04 as expected. This PO under the threshold was due to
an inconsistency between RS268 and BS32 that could be considered
as a one-step mutation at locus CSF1PO (mutation rate indicated for
all markers = 0.001). BS32 for CSF1PO is 11/13 while references RS268
(son) 12/12 and RS269 (son) are 10/13 (Table S1). Considering sample
RS268 (son) as being 12/13, the LR for this BS/RS match would have
been 1.8E + 08 and the PO = 9.4E + 05, exceeding the threshold for
reporting a genuine match. In Table 3, laboratory #4 reports two
results (Type A error) one of them with a PO below 1 (2.39E-02 for
sample RS268) due to the mutation previously mentioned in CSF1PO,
(see also Supplementary Fig. S12).
Regarding the use of software with facilities for large-scale
proﬁle databases comparisons, the 5 laboratories that presented
correct results for proﬁles re-association as well as for kinship
analysis, used available software for massive comparisons:
CODIS7 or DNA-VIEW. However, 3/6 laboratories that made errors,
also used these available software. Furthermore, 2/4 laboratories
that made 85% of overall errors used CODIS7. Fig. 3 shows the
proportion of success per laboratory indicating the type of
software used. While some laboratories failed to report all the
matches that should have been made, none reported false matches
that would have resulted in mis-identiﬁcation.

4. Discussion
Missing people identiﬁcation through large-scale comparisons
of genetic proﬁles in AM and PM databases involves some issues
that laboratories should carefully consider [1]. This exercise has
revealed interesting results which can guide forensic genetics
laboratories on how to cautiously consider the complexity
involved in large-scale victims identiﬁcation. The most relevant
lessons left by this exercise are: (i) considering odds within the
Bayesian framework, (ii) the correct analysis of the family pedigree
in both “Identity” and “Non-identity” hypotheses to calculate the
likelihood ratio, and (iii) using as much genetic information
provided by the family pedigree as possible to identify the victim
by kinship analysis [35].

Table 3
Results reported by laboratories on the 3 expected bone samples(BS)/family
reference (RS) match with post odds below 1.0E + 04 (5.0E + 01 < posterior odds
<1.0E + 04).
Bone sample (BS)
Reference sample

BS23/F31
RS66 (Sb)
RS67 (Sb)

Laba

4.67E + 02
3.51E + 03
5.30E + 02
5.24E + 02
4.69E + 02
3.76E + 03
5.28E + 02
NR
NR
2.43E + 02
5.31E + 02

25
15
19
7
5
17
12
20
8
3
4

BS49/F118
RS281 (Sb)
RS282 (Sb)
RS283 (Sb)
1.13E + 03
9.64E + 04
1.30E + 03
1.30E + 03
1.13E + 03
3.64E + 08
1.35E + 03
6.11E + 01
1.37E + 03
3.22E + 00
1.30E + 03

BS32/F113
RS268 (Ch)
RS269 (Ch)
3.31E + 00
1.52E + 02
2.08E + 01
4.17E + 01
7.15E + 00
7.64E + 02
1.71E + 01
4.48E + 02
5.54E + 03
7.41E + 00
2.74E + 02
2.39E 02b

BS/F = bone sample/family group, i.e:BS23/F71 means bone sample BS23 matching
with family group F71.
a
Reference relationship with victims; Sb = sibling; Ch = child. Light grey color
boxes with bold numbers = match wrongly reported (Post Odds higher 1.0E + 04).
NR = match not reported by the laboratory.
b
Laboratory reporting two PO, one to each family reference for kinship analysis.
The negative PO value of 2.39E-02 is due to a possible single step mutation in one of
the two references when analyzing the integrated pedigree.
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Fig. 3. Software used by different laboratories in relation to correct reported results. Top of ﬁgure: laboratories with correct consent results (light bars). Labs with decreasing
correct results are shown in darker bars.

One of the main variables inﬂuencing the complexity in DVI
and/or MPI identiﬁcation is the number of victims involved. A large
number of victims represents a big challenge to the identiﬁcation
of missing persons since considering the total amount of victims
involved in the disaster within the Bayesian framework is
mandatory [14,19]. This exercise focused on a fairly small number
of proﬁles: 87 evidence proﬁles and 286 family references proﬁles
corresponding to 119 victims within an episode involving a total
amount of 193 missing people. Likewise, the exercise included a
low number of PM proﬁles re-associations by direct match as well
as few PM and AM proﬁles matches by kinship analysis. This small
amount of proﬁles simpliﬁed the report of the results by
participants as well as the analysis of the whole reported results
and general conclusions.
Another source of complexity in DVI/MPI scenarios is the degree
of disarticulation or fragmentation of the victims [8,9] or the
presence of commingled remains [37]. Regarding this, the exercise
considered a secondary grave with commingled remains and the
possibility of PM proﬁles re-associations. All laboratories properly
re-associated the 17 matching proﬁles in 6 re-association groups.
The exercise also asked the participating laboratories for
evaluating the use of prior odds since the exercise simulated a
mass grave with commingled remains related to 193 missing
people. Although the evaluation of metadata other than DNA
results is not the aim of genetic laboratories, the exercise included
a questionnaire to evaluate how the participants considered the
Bayesian framework for the remains re-association by direct match
in the common grave analyzed. Surprisingly, most of laboratories
(8/11 = 73%) considered unnecessary to use prior odds for remains
re-association, even when dealing with a secondary grave with
commingled remains associated to an episode of 193 missing
people (Type C error), where the correct prior odds is 1/(number of
victims). LRs obtained from direct matches may render so high
values that turn negligible the impact of prior odds for this number
of victims on the posterior odds. However, the prior odds should
still be considered within the Bayesian context of the episode
under investigation.
Regarding the use of prior odds for “identiﬁcation” matches by
comparisons between PM proﬁles (BS) and AM reference proﬁles
(RS), the laboratories were instructed to combine a prior odds of 1/
193 with the LR to report a posterior odds 10E + 04 as a true
identiﬁcation. This criterion was used to avoid dispersion of results
due to the use of prior odds by some labs and not by others.

The state of preservation of biological evidences may inﬂuence
the success for producing full genetic proﬁles and challenges the
laboratory’s expertise in the use of special protocols on these
difﬁcult samples. Decomposed [15], burnt [16] or severely
degraded bone remains [17] may decrease the recovery of DNA
[35,36] thus, the interpretation of proﬁling results on such
degraded or low template DNA [23,38,39] might be an extravariable when several agencies cooperate in DVI or MPI projects.
The exercise considered the above mentioned difﬁculties including
partial PM proﬁles. However, laboratories were instructed to
consider markers showing one allele as a “true homozygous” in
order to simplify the statistics for the participants and to avoid
dispersion of results.
Two kinds of AM references may be useful for missing person
identiﬁcations: biological specimens from the victim and victim’s
relatives. Genetic proﬁles from the victim produce strong
statistical signiﬁcance and high probability of identity and simpler
statistic calculations. The GHEP-ISFG exercise evaluated the direct
match statistics through PM proﬁles re-associations; all laboratories agreed on correct results.
However, in many DVI/MPI cases, only victims' relatives are
available as reference samples so that kinship analysis is needed.
This involves more complex statistics that depends on the degree
of relatedness of the references with the victim and these
comparisons usually render a lower power of discrimination.
Different studies have attempted to determine which reference
relatives are preferred for kinship analysis to identify the victim
[14,19–21]. The exercise included diverse family genealogies for
kinship analysis to report the PM/AM match as a challenge to the
participating laboratories. A substantial type of error found (Type
A) for PM/AM kinship analysis was due to the use of genetic
information from only selected family references disregarding
others, instead of using the full pedigree. A variable of this error
was the report of several individual PO values, one for each
reference; both errors led some laboratories not to report the
match. However, all laboratories except one, reported these true
matches as probable matches, and recommended further genetic
studies, or adding more references to solve the case. This point is
relevant since a laboratory considering a near-threshold match,
may perform further actions such as analyzing more autosomal
genetic systems, and/or genealogy systems as mtDNA and/or Y-STR
markers if applicable.
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Another difﬁculty present in kinship analysis to report AM/PM
matching was the erroneous description of the family pedigree or
the incorrect integration of the victim to the pedigree proposed in
the “Identity” hypothesis H1, in the “Non-identity” hypothesis
H2 or in both (Type B). These miscalculations caused some
dispersion in the results with lower PO values and the
corresponding loss of matches or the artiﬁcially higher PO values
leading to “false matches”. Both difﬁculties described may cause
the victim’s identiﬁcation to be missed, or adventitious matches
with the consequent profound impact on the families in a real DVI/
MPI scenario.
In this exercise, the participants were also asked to report AM/
PM near-threshold matches. Type A and B errors also inﬂuenced in
the results by missing the weak matches in some cases or
considering them as a true match due to an artiﬁcially high LR.
Special care should be taken on this issue as weak true matches as
described above may overlap with random matches when
performing kinship analysis raising the need to perform further
studies to distinguish among them [5,21].
Appropriate software is an essential tool for large-scale genetic
proﬁle database comparisons in DVI or MPI. All the participating
laboratories used some kind of software to carry out the
comparisons and match calculations. Eight out of eleven participating laboratories used software such as CODIS and DNA-VIEW,
but even so, many laboratories reported erroneous results.
Consequently, the exercise showed that the use of powerful
software did not always ensure correct results so special care
should be taken for proper validation, training, and proﬁciency
testing prior to the use of the software for kinship analysis.
Other factors that increase the complexity for victim identiﬁcations in DVI/MPI were not included in this exercise, e.g.: related
victims, where multiple relatedness scenarios must be considered
to distinguish amongst the individuals [14]. Likewise, differences
between social and genetic pedigrees in nuclear families,
considering dropout for LR calculation, population sub-structure
or analysis of genealogy markers such as mtDNA or Y-STR and their
statistical evaluation, were not included.
In short, within the usual complexity in DVI or MPI, the main
variables faced by laboratories in this exercise were: some partial
PM proﬁles, diverse family genealogies as AM information, the
presence of commingled remains, one genetic inconsistency in a
pair AM/PM family group which could be interpreted as a mutation
and the use of software for proﬁles comparisons. Although other
simulations on DVI and MPI using CODIS 6 have been published
previously with interesting results [40], this GHEP-ISFG exercise
aimed at a collaborative effort carried out by different participants
to gain experience on the proceedings in DVI or MPI scenarios.
Topics such as the use of prior odds for human remains reassociations or identiﬁcations, the selection of the most suitable
hypotheses to properly weigh the biological evidence, and the
strategies that can be followed when near-threshold AM/PM
matches are obtained were examined in this study. In conclusion,
the major contribution of this exercise was to introduce the
participating laboratories into the challenge of identifying missing
people in DVI or MPI through the genetic proﬁles database
comparisons. The detection of errors that may be committed when
dealing with data management, the biostatistical interpretation
and the Bayesian treatment of the results is a learning experience
intended to prompt forensic genetics laboratories to focus on the
potential pitfalls and required expertise necessary to the challenging task of identifying victims in mass disasters or missing person
identiﬁcation programs.
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